Extreme Weather Protection
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EWP Short Sleeve Jersey
The newest top of the line range of Seight - The Extreme Weather
Protection! Our EWP Short Sleeve Jersey is a protective wind and
waterproof jersey built from the latest innovation in fabric technology. It is
indeed a breakthrough in comfort and wet weather protection.
This EWP Short Sleeve Jersey also comes with a full length waterproof zipper
for regulating air flow when you're riding, and also has a silicon waist
gripper that holds the edge of your jersey from rising above your waist. It's
back hem fabric is with B06 Elite stretchy reflective binding and for those
who like to carry multiple items, its 3 pockets will allow you to hold all your
cycling accessories.

Features:
- High-wicking, waterproof & windproof and highly breathable Italian
made fabrics
- 200 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric
- Side and upper back panels and underarm inserts for cooling and
improved fit
- KDD full length waterproof zipper (black), visible, with black metal puller.
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Waist:with plain black silicon gripper (with curved fabric for side and back
panel. Edge of the fabric is with B06 Elite stretchy reflective binding)
- Standard and double seam stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's (one cut only)
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EWP Jacket
For extreme wet- and cold-weather protection in the worst conditions, the
newest Extreme Weather Protection Jacket from Seight is at the top of the
game. Made from the latest innovation in fabric technology, this jacket is
water and wind proof to keep you warm and dry and provide moisture
wicking for a warm and dry body. It is stitched using a cover stitch
technique for durable and elegant seams.

The jacket is equipped with a full windproof zipper for protection against
the cold weather, while providing efficient air ventilation. It features an
elastic gripper in front hem and silicon waistband around the side and
back to prevent your jacket from flying up when cycling. It has 3 optional
spacious rear pockets with one extra zippered pocket to stash your riding
gear. EWP Jacket has all it takes to beat the extreme weather conditions.
Features:
- High-wicking, waterproof & windproof and highly breathable Italian
made fabrics
- 200 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric
- KDD full length waterproof zipper (black), visible, with metal puller.
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Waist:with plain black silicon gripper (with curved fabric for side and back
panel. Edge of the fabric is with B06 Elite stretchy reflective binding)
- Standard and double seam stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's (one cut only)
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EWP Winter Long Sleeve Jersey
The newest top of the line range of Seight - The Extreme Weather
Protection! This high quality and performance oriented EWP Winter Long
Sleeve Jersey features a protective wind and waterproof Italian fabric
developed to shield you from extreme weather conditions.
The EWP Winter Long Sleeve Jersey has three rear pockets which carry your
riding essentials, and the full zipper allows the flow of air, giving you the
comfort and fresh air needed throughout your ride. It also has a silicon
waist gripper that ensures the hem does not ‘ride up’ leaving your waist
exposed when cycling.
Features:
- High-wicking, waterproof & windproof and highly breathable Italian
made fabrics
- 260 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric, Warp knitted 4-way
stretch brushed polyester fabric with superior insulation and friction
resistance ratings
- Invisible YKK elite full-length zipper with big circle puller
- With double lycra fabric for sleeve cuffs
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Silicon waist gripper
- Standard and double-needle stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's (one cut only)
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EWP Arm Warmers
The newest Extreme Weather Protection Range also includes EWP Arm
Warmers which transform all your short sleeve cycling jerseys into full body
coverage. These arm warmers are made using full motion flexible fabrics,
fleece lining and silicon grippers that equip you for those cold rides.
They are anatomically shaped to enhance comfort and flexibility when
you are on the saddle. Its silicon made grippers are very durable and act
brilliantly in preventing the arm warmers from sliding down. They also use a
Flatlock seam stitching to prevent irritation..
Features
- High-wicking, stretchable and breathable Italian made Thermal fabric
- 260 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric, Warp knitted 4-way
stretch brushed polyester fabric with superior insulation and friction
resistance ratings
- Silicon gripper to keep warmers in place
- Flatlock stitching
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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EWP Leg Warmers
Seight Extreme Weather Protection (EWP) Leg Warmers increase your legs
warmth while wearing your best cycling shorts. They have a fleece lining to
keep you warm during cold rides. They are anatomically shaped to
enhance comfort and increase riding performance.
The durable silicon gripper ensures the warmer is tightly attached to your
body, to minimize contact of the cold breeze with your skin and increase
comfort. Flatlock seam prevents skin irritation and short zippers at the
bottom leg to ensure a secure and comfortable fit.
Features
- High-wicking, stretchable and breathable Italian made Thermal fabric
- 260 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric, Warp knitted 4-way
stretch brushed polyester fabric with superior insulation and friction
resistance ratings
- Silicon gripper to keep warmers in place
- Short zipper at bottom back leg
- Flatlock stitching
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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EWP Knee Warmers
Seight Extreme Weather Protection (EWP) Knee Warmers give extra
insulation and support, a pre-contoured construction and dual-face silicon
elastic grippers to ensure a secure and comfortable fit. They use the
newest innovative Italian fabric for exceptional wind protection and
extreme weather protection without excluding moisture management and
breathability. They are anatomically shaped to enhance comfort and
increase riding performance.
The durable silicon gripper ensures the warmer is tightly attached to your
body, to minimize contact of the cold breeze with your skin and increase
comfort. Flatlock seam prevents skin irritation and short zippers at the
bottom leg to ensure a secure and comfortable fit.
Features
- High-wicking, stretchable and breathable Italian made Thermal fabric
- 260 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ fabric, Warp knitted 4-way
stretch brushed polyester fabric with superior insulation and friction
resistance ratings
- Dual-face silicon elastic grippers
- Flatlock stitching
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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